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In Respect of Chair Legs

In Respect of Chair Legs

Certain chair legs gracefully bend and bow in a taut fluency of line before
tapering inward as they get closer to the floor. Ground contact is minimal.
Visually these legs make light of their primary function: they appear to be as
much about spring and lift as they are about support and downward pressure.
Such chairs, we say, stand well.
Similarly, a feat of athleticism or dance may be hailed as spectacular, even
beautiful. Every human step, every stride counteracts a fall; the athlete’s
lightness and fleetness of foot can, on occasion, seem to defy the gravitational
force to which we are all subject. Oddly perhaps, our elation here is a condition
of universal consciousness concerning weight and downward pull.
Again, when we ask how a friend is bearing up under some ordeal, setback, loss
or illness, the extent of our empathy will relate to the weight of the particular
burden: it will also relate to how that burden is being borne. With Kundera,
we believe that the greatness of man stems from the fact that he bears his fate as Atlas bore the
heavens on his shoulders*. Greatness, too, is measurable by weight. Admiration,
esteem, regard and respect are all attitudes in which one human holds another…

————

Permeating all forms of authentic art there is a particular weight – something
equivalent to the density of the real world – a hallmark that we intuitively
recognise. We can connect to this and, in the connection, be uplifted.
————————————————————————————
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* Kundera, Milan; The Unbearable Lightness of Being; Harper & Row, Publishers, Inc., 1984, p.32
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